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Your Advisor Advantage
Helping You KO Incumbents

Join us at the Symposium Oct. 11-13 to meet Keith and many other CWCA’s and
learn winning secrets, hurdles overcome, and “revenue celebrated” with subjects
such as:

Earning and keeping contractors
Working as a D.O.G. – Door Opening Getter
Keeping score, adding pizazz to your presentation, and keeping touch
New agency owner, “10 Things I wish I would have done sooner”
Tag lines sell. What’s yours?
The 4th year of Advisors presenting their workshop considering you as
employers
Isn’t it time you protected your best clients by offering them membership in
a Captive Insurance Program?
Leveraging your published book and articles
You’re underpaid. What are you doing about it? This Advisor is making
waves!
Morphing into a WorkComp only producer. (Earning about $2,000/hour
doing it)
Comp tech news to use in 2016
Driving the opening conversation…and it is not small talk or insurance
talk 
The history and value of surveys
Introducing:

OSHAlog™ – your client’s online OSHA reporting process
SurveyTALK – Employees survey
Conquering Zero™ - The Pillars of Employer WorkComp Success

Register: www.workcompprofessionals.com/symposium

 
No Trophies For Participation

Upcoming Events
Symposium 2015
October 11-13 Asheville NC

CWCA Institute
December 4-5 Atlanta

CWCA Institute
Jan 11-12 Las Vegas

MWCA Institute
Jan 13-14 Las Vegas

CWCA Institute
April 11-12 Dallas

MWCA Institute
April 13-14 Dallas

CWCA Institute
Aug 22-23 Asheville

MWCA Institute
October 11-13 Asheville
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As a former professional athlete I jump at the opportunity to mix sports and work.
Recently, James Harrison, the former Pittsburgh Steelers great, made headlines
by saying he would not let his son’s accept a participation trophy.  He thought that
they should continue working harder, so as to EARN a trophy, not just get one
because they tried. Harrison’s thoughts led me to think about how our advisors
see the WC process.
 
At the Institute we regularly get calls looking for the one piece of information that
will help the advisor make the sale. “What can I do right now to show my prospect
that I am the right person to handle their WorkComp needs?” This trait is not
exclusive to the insurance field. We, as people, have shifted to a society of instant
gratification. We want results and we want them NOW!  
 
As an agent you cannot achieve results for your clients by simply “participating” in
the WC process. It takes time and effort to reach your minimum mod. It takes hard
work to implement a successful injury management process. Hard work, effort,
and time will EARN you that account.  
 
For your next appointment, ask yourself, do I want to just participate? Or do you
want to roll up your sleeves, work hard, and EARN your trophy as a Workers’
Comp MVP.  
 
You can read Washington Post article here. 

 
 
Have you ever called a plumber to get
something repaired and they showed up at
the door and asked, “Can I borrow your pipe
wrench?”
 
It seems unlikely. Even so, we talk to agents every day who don’t have the basic
tools of the Workers’ Comp trade: The Bureau Manuals.
 
If you’re in an NCCI state, you need the Basic Manual, Experience Rating Plan
Manual and Scopes Manual. They sell them together in a bundle they call the
Mini E-Library. Access is available for as little as $150/year for a single state. You
can find more information at ncci.com.
 
Many independent bureaus make their manuals available for free online:

California
Look for the "Uniform Statistical Rating Plan" (The Basic Manual)
and "Experience Rating Plan"

Wisconsin
Look under “Manuals and Instructions"

Pennsylvania
Delaware
Michigan
New York

click on “NY Manuals”

Can’t find the manuals for your state? Drop us a line.
 
When you have the manuals, you have the rules that govern the Workers’ Comp
policy. You can’t play the game if you don’t know the rules.
 
Of course, the Institute is always here to help you find the right rule and interpret
them and share examples of other advisors who have worked with the same rules,
but make sure you have access. Without it, it’s much harder to win!
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“Donald Trump” were the first words I heard
on this phone call a few weeks ago from an
Advisor.
 
This very good producer, highly embedded in a strong WorkComp process, went
on, “Remember you talk to us about wanting to be memorable or professional?
Well, what do you think now?”
 
“Trump is certainly memorable, memorable because he disrupts the status quo.”
(The Institute has often challenged you to disrupt the status quo in insurance.)
Twenty +/- other candidates all use pretty much the same playbook. Don’t you
readers believe the days of the “look alike, sound- alike are over,” especially in
insurance?
 
Let’s get back to Mr. Trump. We certainly have a mixed bag of professional.
Success? No argument if money and fame are our measuring stick. Many
consider Mr. Trump negatively, most likely non- professional, based on the first
debate. Would they buy Workers' Comp from him?
 
Unless you were on a moon trip, you know he is changing this election cycle
using the first tip you most likely learned in Sales 101, “Touch the heart, the mind
will follow.”
 
How many employers think they control their Workers' Comp premium? How many
employers don’t feel frustrated and at times confused about their insurance?
Symposium attendees in Chicago last October received Advisor David Leng’s
book, 
 
Stop Being Frustrated and Overcharged Year after Year by Your Workers
Compensation Program
 
Is David’s title memorable or professional? Before seeing/reading David’s book,
how many of you “touched the heart (frustrated – not pain) of your prospect so the
mind would follow."
 
Do you see a parallel here between The David and The Donald?
 
Caveat: Nowhere are we suggesting you discard the professional for the
memorable. We are suggesting, however, you become professionally memorable
or professionally unconventional. Or as a good friend, and Advisor Scott Addis
teaches “Become a Purple Cow.” 
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